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Innovation Fund Programme 
 

 
Overview of awarded projects in Germany 

 
Funded by the revenue of the EU Emissions Trading System, the Innovation Fund’s goal is to help businesses 
investing in innovative low-carbon technologies with significant GHG emissions reduction potential. 
The Innovation Fund currently supports 4 projects located in Germany, which will contribute to the decarbonisation 

of European industries with a total expected GHG emission reduction of 17.7 Mt CO2 equivalent in the first 10 

years of operation. 
The total Innovation Fund grant in Germany is of EUR 212.2 million, out of the total relevant costs of EUR 

639.5 million, as defined in Art 5 of the Delegated Regulation 2019/856 on the Innovation Fund1. 
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List of awarded Innovation Fund projects in Germany 
 

Acronym Title Sector Start date Project phase Beneficiaries 
Innovation Fund 

grant (EUR million) 

Expected GHG 

emission avoidance (t 

CO2eq) 

Large Scale      205.7 16,332,574 

C2B Carbon2Business Cement & lime 01/01/2023 Preparation 
HOL TECH | HOL SER | 

HOL 
109.8 13,136,686 

N2OWF 
Nordsee Two Offshore Windfarm 

Innovation Project 
Wind energy 01/04/2022 Preparation Nordsee2 95.9 3,195,888 

Small Scale      6.5 1,393,167 

Aquilon 
Airborne wind hybrid renewable microgrid 
with RedOX Flow battery to provide flat 
renewable energy to an industrial site 

Wind energy 01/01/2022 Preparation 
Storengy DB | StoreD | 

ENGIE | LABORELEC 
2.0 1,566 

CarBatteryReFactory 

Assembly plant for serial production of 
industrial energy storage systems based 

on second-life car batteries and disruptive 
full-pack technology. 

Other energy storage 01/01/2022 Construction FENECON 4.5 1,391,601 

  



 

 

 
 

Project overview 
 

Acronym Title Abstract 

Aquilon Airborne wind hybrid 
renewable microgrid with 
RedOX Flow battery to 
provide flat renewable 
energy to an industrial site 

The objective of this project is to create a carbon neutral solution for the energy provision of the gas storage site of Storengy at Peckensen. Storengy considers this site as a 
demonstrator for future replication to similar sites in their portfolio where similar needs and restrictions apply. This project frames in a larger program of innovative projects targeting 
the decarbonisation of the Storengy activities and by extension the general movement of the ENGIE group to be a leader in the energy transition. 
The Aquilon project is a demonstrator for both airborne wind energy (AWE) production at 160 kW scale and an integrated renewable energy and storage (RES) solution including 
multiple diverse renewable energy sources (PV and AWE) and an advanced storage system (redox-flow battery or RFB of 420 kW) to produce a flat electricity output profile thanks to 
and advanced microgrid solution incorporating a smart energy management system (EMS). Furthermore the project will test the RFB for ancillary (grid stabilising) applications. 
The site where we decided to construct this demonstrator is the Storengy Peckensen Underground Gas Storage site because of the need for renewable baseload flat-profile electricity 
consumption and the specific safety measures and site restrictions to take into account linked to a gas storage site prohibiting the use of more conventional renewable energy 
production technologies. 
This project is a good example of a flat-profile consumer with specific needs as well as the perfect proof of usage of AWE and its adapted storage technology. With this project, a total 
of 1 566 ton CO2 emissions will be avoided. 
The individual blocks or a similar composition of these blocks can be upscaled to a very wide extend as the AWE have a wide variety of potential application markets (both centralised 
as decentralised) and the RFB can be implemented in a wide range of high-cyclic applications (either ancillary services or combines to AWE or other renewable assets). 

C2B Carbon2Business Carbon2Business project will deploy an innovative carbon capture technology at Holcim Germany’s cement plant in Lägerdorf, Germany and provide the captured CO2 as raw material 
to different industries in the region. Holcim will build a new kiln line, using an innovative 2nd generation oxyfuel process and a downstream Compression and Purification Unit (CPU). By 
implementing this highly innovative technology, Carbon2Business will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of its cement production by 128% compared to the reference scenario 
calculated over the first ten years of operation. 

CarBatteryReFact
ory 

Assembly plant for serial 
production of industrial 
energy storage systems 
based on second-life car 
batteries and disruptive 
full-pack technology. 

Energy supply is rapidly turning decentralized and going digital. Electromobility will be the new mobility standard. Turnkey energy storage containers, made from vehicle batteries, will 
enable high cost savings for industry and grid operators. But so far there is a lack of standardised, industrial (and thus economic and scalable solutions) for the re-use of car batteries. 
Since over ten years FENECON, a German SME, recognizes the potential of these upheavals; it continues to develop innovative solutions for containerized storage systems. Strong 
partnerships with the automotive industry led to the implementation of the complete car battery pack, allowing the use of BMS, housing and temperature management. The innovative 
use of 2nd life batteries in a stationary storage system significantly improves their carbon footprint; no dismantling, rebuilding, or partial scrapping is necessary. An efficient 2nd life 
battery market will be created as added value after being used in the vehicle, before the ultimate recycling process. Since 2019 the disruptive system FENECON Industrial is tested as 
a plug-and-play version for stationary and mobile use. Additionally, an open-source, manufacturer-independent and platform-based energy management software was initiated and 
developed by FENECON, thus allowing all manner of combined applications. Now it is the right time to scale up. FENECON invests in the construction of a plant with an assembly for 
efficient and sustainable serial production for the disruptive system. This is the CarBatteryReFactory project, a main pillar of the company?s future, boosting its growth in terms of 
turnover and number of employees while reducing the GHG emissions considerably. For the initial market introduction FENECON begins the commercialization on the European 
markets. The CarBatteryReFactory intends to become the European leader of 2nd life battery energy storage systems. 

N2OWF Nordsee Two Offshore 
Windfarm Innovation 
Project 

N2OWF project will build and operate a first-of-its-kind offshore wind farm, with a capacity of 450 megawatt (MW) combined with on-site production, storage, and offtake of green 
hydrogen. The innovative technologies concern the wind turbine (approximately 15 MW each), the foundations (amongst others, especially the installation of one-piece monopiles) and 
a hydrogen solution (combination of a 4MW electrolyser on the offshore substation and a service operation vessel running around 80% on green hydrogen) in the German North Sea. 
The project aims at a 100% of relative greenhouse gas emission avoidance during the first ten years of operation compared to the reference scenario. 

 


